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CONS P EC TU S

T he controlled oxidation of methane to methanol is a chemical
transformation of great value, particularly in the pursuit of

alternative fuels, but the reaction remains underutilized industrially
because of inefficient and costly synthetic procedures. In contrast,
methane monooxygenase enzymes (MMOs) from methanotrophic
bacteria achieve this chemistry efficiently under ambient conditions. In
this Account, we discuss the first observable step in the oxidation of
methane at the carboxylate-bridged diiron active site of the solubleMMO
(sMMO), namely, the reductive activation of atmospheric O2. The results
provide benchmarks against which the dioxygen activation mechanisms
of other bacterial multicomponent monooxygenases can be measured.

Molecular oxygen reacts rapidly with the reduced diiron(II) cen-
ter of the hydroxylase component of sMMO (MMOH). The first spectroscopically characterized intermediate that results from this
process is a peroxodiiron(III) species, P*, in which the iron atoms have identical environments. P* converts to a second
peroxodiiron(III) unit, Hperoxo, in a process accompanied by the transfer of a proton, probably with the assistance of a residue near
the active site. Proton-promoted O-O bond scission and rearrangement of the diiron core then leads to a diiron(IV) unit, termed Q,
that is directly responsible for the oxidation of methane to methanol. In one section of this Account, we provide a detailed
discussion of these processes, with particular emphasis on possible structures of the intermediates. The geometries of P* and
Hperoxo are currently unknown, and recent synthetic modeling chemistry has highlighted the need for further structural
characterization of Q, currently assigned as a di(μ-oxo)diiron(IV) “diamond core.”

In another section of the Account, we discuss in detail proton transfer during the O2 activation events. The role of protons in
promoting O-O bond cleavage, thereby initiating the conversion of Hperoxo to Q, was previously a controversial topic. Recent
studies of the mechanism, covering a range of pH values and in D2O instead of H2O, confirmed conclusively that the transfer of
protons, possibly at or near the active site, is necessary for both P*-to-Hperoxo and Hperoxo-to-Q conversions. Specific mechanistic
insights into these processes are provided.

In the final section of the Account, we present our view of experiments that need to be done to further define crucial aspects of
sMMO chemistry. Here our goal is to detail the challenges that we and others face in this research, particularly with respect to some
long-standing questions about the system, as well as approaches that might be used to solve them.

Introduction
A current challenge in renewable energy is the develop-

ment of processes that allowus to generate alternative fuels

in a sustainable manner. Methane gas is an abundant

precursor of liquid fuels, but current strategies for its

selective conversion to methanol, a necessary step in

its utilization, are neither economical nor sustainable.1

Methanotrophic bacteria utilize methane as a sole car-

bon source. The first step in the metabolism of methane

by these organisms is its selective conversion to metha-

nol by methane monooxygenase enzymes (MMOs)

(eq 1). Two methane monooxygenases have evolved to

CH4 þO2 þNADHþHþ sf
MMO

CH3OHþH2OþNADþ

(1)

perform this reaction: a membrane-bound particulate

MMO (pMMO) present in most methanotrophs and a
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soluble MMO (sMMO) expressed in several methanotrophs

under copper-limited conditions. Both MMOs utilize a metal

center to activate atmospheric dioxygen for attack on the

strong C-H bond (104 kcal/mol) of methane. Although the

active site of pMMO is probably a dinuclear copper center,2

that of sMMO is a carboxylate-bridged diiron unit.3,4 The

oxidative chemistry performed at these sites, particularly

the latter, has been investigated extensively, elevating our

understanding of how Nature utilizes biological methane as

anenergy sourceandguiding thedevelopmentof industrially

relevant smallmolecule catalysts.5 In this Account, we review

recent progress toward understanding biological methane

oxidation at the diiron center of sMMO. A groundbreaking

study of pMMO is available in the recent literature.2

Soluble Methane Monooxygenase
sMMO has been studied primarily in two methanotrophs,

Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath), hereafter referred to

as Mc, and Methylosinus trichosporium OB3b, hereafter Mt.

Methane oxidation occurs at a carboxylate-bridged diiron

center housed within a hydroxylase protein (MMOH)

featuring an (Rβγ)2 dimer architecture.6 The catalytic

active site resides in a four-helix bundle of the R-subunit.
The diiron center is coordinated by two histidine and four

glutamate ligands (Figure 1). Solvent-derived molecules

complete the pseudo-octahedral coordination spheres. In

the diiron(III) resting state of the enzyme (MMOHox), two

hydroxide ligands bridge the iron atoms, which are sepa-

rated by ∼3.1 Å (Figure 1a).6 Upon reduction to the

diiron(II) form (MMOHred), the bridging solvent molecules

depart and E243, which is bound only to Fe1 in MMOHox,

assumes a bridging position while remaining chelated

to Fe2 (Figure 1b). As a consequence, an open coordina-

tion site becomes available and the Fe-Fe distance

increases.7

The structural features of MMOHox and MMOHred have

been investigated by EXAFS, EPR, ENDOR/ESEEM, MCD, and

M€ossbauer spectroscopy.3,4 The high-spin Fe(III) ions of

MMOHox are antiferromagnetically coupled, resulting in a

diamagnetic ground state. Two hydroxide bridges mediate

the spin-exchange. In contrast, the high-spin Fe(II) atoms of

MMOHred are weakly ferromagnetically coupled, and the

resulting S = 4 spin system has a low-energy non-Kramer's

doublet that is split in zero applied field, giving rise to a

characteristic EPR signal at g = 16.

The Reaction of MMOHred with O2

The reductive activation of O2 at the diiron(II) center of

MMOHred is the first step of the sMMO catalytic cycle

(Figure 2). Despite the observation that the diiron active site

is buried within the MMOH hydrophobic protein environ-

ment, O2 can access it in a facile manner. The route of O2

delivery to the active site has been suggested by structural

studies. Crystallographic investigations of MMOH revealed

several adjacent hydrophobic cavities in the R-subunit that
delineate a pathway from the exterior of the protein to the

diiron site (Figure 3).6 Crystals of MMOH pressurized with

xenon gas, an electron-richO2 and CH4 surrogate, contained

ordered Xe atoms residing almost exclusively in these

cavities, suggesting a route by which these substrates

might access the active site.8 An alternative method of

substrate ingress, product egress, or both is through a pore

formed between two of the helices that provide ligands to

the diiron center (Figure 3). Hydrophilic residues line the

pore, which has been proposed as a pathway of H3O
þ

translocation.9

Upon reaching thediiron(II) center, O2 rapidly reacts in the

presence of 2 equiv of the regulatory protein MMOB.10,11

The rate constant for O2-promoted MMOHred decay was

FIGURE1. Diiron active site structures of (a)McMMOHox (PDB ID 1MTY)
and (b) Mc MMOHred (PDB ID 1FYZ).

FIGURE 2. McMMOH catalytic cycle. Rate constants were measured at
pH 7.0 and 4 �C. S denotes substrate.
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measured to be∼24 s-1 at pH 7.0 and 4 �C by rapid freeze-

quench (RFQ) M€ossbauer spectroscopy in Mc MMOH11

and ∼22 s-1 at pH 7.7 and 4 �C by RFQ EPR spectroscopy

in Mt sMMO.10 For Mt MMOHred, this process is indepen-

dent of pH and O2 concentration between 0.3 and 0.7

mM. One interpretation of these results is that a rapid,

irreversible O2 binding event precedes oxidation of the

diiron center.10 Alternatively, O2 binding might involve a

reversible pre-equilibrium followed by an irreversible

chemical reaction with the Michealis constant (KM) being

much lower than the concentrations of O2 used in the EPR

experiments such that the system is saturated.12 An

attempt to find evidence for such a Michaelis complex

inMcMMOH using an oxygen electrode failed to detect a

tight enzyme-dioxygen interaction, however.12 It is

possible that an irreversible conformational change pre-

cedes reaction of O2 at the diiron center.13

Peroxodiiron(III) Intermediates of MMOH
Computational studies suggest that the first intermediate

resulting from reaction of MMOHred with O2 is a mixed-

valent diiron(II/III) superoxide species.14,15 An oxygen KIE

study of CH3CN oxidation by sMMO returned a value of

1.016, consistent with one-electron reduction of O2 to super-

oxide being the first irreversible step in the reaction path-

way, although other possibilities could not be definitively

ruled out.12 An Fe(II)/Fe(III) superoxide unit has never been

directly observed in a diiron enzyme in which the O2-

activating species is diiron(II), however, most likely because

of its transient existence.16,17

The first spectroscopically observed intermediate in the

reaction of MMOHred with O2 is a peroxodiiron(III) species.

Early kinetic evidence for this unit was provided by studies of

the Mt system, because the rate constant for O2-promoted

MMOHred decay was significantly faster than that describing

formation of the earliest observed oxygenated-iron species

arising from the reaction, intermediate Q (vide infra).10

These observations indicated the presence of at least one

additional intermediate preceding Q formation. Direct spec-

troscopic evidence for such a transient came from studies of

Mc MMOH.11,18 The 4.2 K M€ossbauer spectrum of this

intermediate, termed Hperoxo,
19 revealed a diamagnetic

center having similar iron(III) sites.18,20 Stopped-flowUV-vis

analyses revealed a rich optical profile having distinct fea-

tures at 420 and 720 nm (Table 1).21 RFQ M€ossbauer and

stopped-flow optical spectroscopic studies yielded the same

decay rate constant for this intermediate (∼0.36 s-1 at 4 �C);
however, the kinetic parameter describing its formation

was found to be different by the two techniques. RFQ

M€ossbauer experiments returned a rate constant of ∼25

s-1 at 4 �C, a value in agreement with that measured for

MMOHred decay (vide supra).11 In contrast, stopped-flow

studies indicated a value of ∼1 s-1 at 4 �C.21,22 Two distinct

TABLE 1. Spectroscopic Parameters of Peroxodiiron(III) Intermediates of Enzymes and Model Complexes

optical M€ossbauer peroxide binding mode

λmax (nm) ε (M-1 cm-1) δ (mm/s) ΔEQ (mm/s)

MMOH Hperoxo (Mc) 420; 720 3880; 1350a 0.66 1.51b

MMOH Hperoxo (Mt) 725 2500c 0.67 1.51d

RNR-R2 D84E 700 1500e 0.63 1.58e μ-1,2f

Δ9-desaturase 700 1200g 0.68; 0.64 1.90; 1.06g μ-1,2h

frog M ferritin 650i 0.62 1.08i μ-1,2j

hDOHHk 630 2800 0.55; 0.58 1.16; 0.88 μ-1,2
[Fe2(μ-1,2-O2)(μ-O2CCH2Ph)2{HB(pz0)3}2]

l 694 2650 0.66 1.40 gauche μ-1,2
[Fe2(μ-OH)(μ-1,2-O2)(6-Me2-BPP)2]

þm 644 3000 0.50 1.31 cis-μ-1,2
[Fe2(μ-O)(μ-1,2-O2)(6-Me3-TPA)2]

2þn 494; 648 1100; 1200 0.54 1.68 cis-μ-1,2
aReference 24. bReference 11. cReference 47. dReference 20. eReference 50. fReference 25. These studies were performed on the D84E/W48F variant. gReference 51.
hReference 28. iReference 52. jReference 27. kReference 29. lReference 33. pz0 = 3,5-bis(isopropyl)-pyrazolyl. mReference 53. BPP = N,N-bis(2-pyridylmethyl)-3-
aminopropionate. nReference 54. TPA = tris(2-pyridylmethyl)amine.

FIGURE 3. Proposed pathways of substrate ingress in MMOH. Three
hydrophobic cavities link the diiron center to the protein exterior. A
small pore lined by hydrophilic residues also leads to the protein
surface. Iron atoms are depicted as gray spheres. PDB 1MTY.
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peroxodiiron(III) species having similar M€ossbauer para-

meters but distinct optical signatures were proposed to

explain the discrepancy.21

Evidence for two peroxodiiron(III) intermediates was pro-

vided by stopped-flow optical studies of the Mt enzyme.23

Fits of data monitoring the reaction of MMOHred with O2 in

the presence of MMOB at 430 nm required an additional

phase preceding Hperoxo formation. The species assigned to

this phase, P*, formedwith a rate constant of∼22 s-1 at 4 �C,
consistent with it being the first intermediate resulting from

decay of MMOHred. From the amplitudes of the kinetic

phases revealed by these studies, Hperoxo, with kform =

9-12 s-1 at 4 �C and pH 7.0, was suggested to have

negligible absorbance at 430 nm, an observation inconsis-

tent with that for Mc MMOH (vide supra). The authors

explained this contradiction by proposing that the signal

detected at 420 nm for Mc Hperoxo was an artifact of the

dominant optical contribution of Q at this wavelength.23We

recently obtaineddirect optical spectroscopic evidence for P*

inMcMMOH,24which shows distinct features at 720 nm (ε≈
1250 M-1 cm-1) and 420 nm (ε ≈ 3500 M-1 cm-1). The

latter was clearly revealed when reactions were performed

in the presence of high concentrations on CH4 to eliminate

the optical contribution of Q at this wavelength. These

studies provide conclusive evidence that Hperoxo does in-

deed absorb at 420 nm. This conclusion is important for

comparing the properties of Hperoxo to those of synthetic

peroxodiiron(III) complexes and computational models for

the intermediate.

From the similarities in its M€ossbauer parameters (vide

supra) and optical properties to those of Hperoxo, we pro-

posed that P* features an identical Fe2O2 core but differs

instead in the conformation of the supporting ligands. The

exact structures of the sMMOH peroxodiiron(III) species

remain a major unsolved question in the field, however.

Several possible architectures differing in the geometry of

the {Fe2O2}
4þ unit aswell as the coordinationmode of E243

are depicted in Figure 4.

Structural insights can be gleaned from comparing the

spectroscopic parameters of P* and Hperoxo to those of

peroxodiiron(III) intermediates in similar diiron enzymes

(Table 1). Peroxide units formed in several of these proteins,

including the R2 subunit of ribonucleotide reductase (RNR-

R2), have been structurally characterized by resonance

Raman (RR) spectroscopy, which indicates a μ-1,2 peroxide

binding mode (1-4) in all cases.25-29 A cis-μ-1,2-peroxide

coordination geometry (1 or 2) was also suggested from the

X-ray crystal structure of the toluene 4-monooxygenase

hydroxylase-regulatory protein complex soaked with

H2O2.
30,31 X-ray crystal structures of several peroxodiiron(III)

model compounds are available (Table 1).5,32 One in parti-

cular has M€ossbauer parameters that are nearly identical to

those of P*, [Fe2(μ-1,2-O2)(μ-O2CCH2Ph)2{HB(pz0)3}2], where

pz0 is 3,5-bis(isopropyl)-pyrazolyl. The crystal structure

of this complex reveals a gauche μ-1,2 peroxide configura-

tion (3 or 4) (Table 1).33 High-level theoretical calculations

also favor a gauche μ-1,2-peroxo structure for Hperoxo.
34

Although a nonplanar μ-η2:η2 geometry (7) has also been

suggested,14,15,35 it is no longer favored computationally.36

Intermediate Q
Hperoxo can oxidize electron-rich substrates.21,37,38 In the

absence of such substrates, cleavage of the O-O bond

results in its rapid conversion to intermediate Q, an

FIGURE 4. Possible structures for the peroxodiiron(III) species of MMOH.
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antiferromagnetically coupled diiron(IV) unit with absorp-

tion bands at ∼350 and ∼420 nm (Table 2).10,11,18,39 The

rate constants for this process are 0.36 and 2.5 s-1, respec-

tively, for theMc24 andMt23 enzymes at 4 �C and pH7.0. The

single quadrupole doublet observed in the M€ossbauer spec-

trumofMtQ suggested similar ligand environments for both

Fe(IV) atoms (Table 2).39 In contrast, two equal-intensity

quadrupole doublets were detected forMcQ.11,18 An EXAFS

spectrum of Mt Q was interpreted in terms of a di(μ-oxo)

diiron(IV) “diamond core” structure with a short Fe-Fe dis-

tance of 2.46Åand Fe-Obond lengths of 1.77 and 2.05Åat

each iron atom (Figure 5, 9).20 Recent quantum mechanics/

molecularmechanics (QM/MM) studies suggest that the short

Fe-Fe distance of Qmight reflect protein-based compression

along the Fe-Fe vector, which provides the necessary driving

force to generate the intermediate.15 On the basis of the

EXAFS parameters, the authors proposed a head-to-tail dimer

of FeIVdO units having an additional carboxylate bridge to

reconcile the unusually short Fe-Fe bond distance compared

with synthetic model complexes with {Fe2O2}
nþ core struc-

tures (Table 2). The inability of the sole di(μ-oxo)diiron(IV)

model complex40 and various high-level density functional

theory (DFT) calculations14,15 to reproduce the short Fe-Fe

bond distance underscores the need for additional structural

characterization of this intermediate.

The reactivity patterns of several model complexes also

suggest reconsideration of the proposed structure of Q.

Reaction of [Fe2(H2Hbamb)2(N-meIm)2], where H4HBamb is

2,3-bis(2-hydroxybenzamido)-dimethylbutane and meIm is

N-methylimizadole, with oxygen atom donors resulted in

formation of a diiron(II/IV) complex having a terminal FeIV-

dO unit capable of oxidizing cyclohexane to cyclo-

hexanol.41 In this example, the potency of the system was

achieved by concentrating the oxidizing capability at the

Fe(IV) center. The authors proposed that an analogous

diiron(III/V) center (10) might be responsible for methane

oxidation in MMOH. A separate investigation found that the

valence-localized [OH;FeIII;O;FeIVdO]2þ form of a syn-

thetic complex supported by tris((4-methoxy-3,5-dimethyl-

pyridin-2-yl)methyl)amine cleaves strong C-H bonds a

million-fold more rapidly than its valence-delocalized

[Fe3.5(μ-O)2Fe
3.5]3þ “diamond core” analogue.42 A third study

revealed the rate of 9,10-dihydroanthrocene oxidation by

[FeIV2(μ-O)2L2]
4þ, where L = tris((4-methoxy-3,5-dimethyl-

pyrid-2-yl)d2-methyl)amine, to be significantly slower for

than that by [FeIV(O)(L)(NCMe)]2þ, the corresponding mono-

nuclear FeIVdO complex of the same ligand.40 Together,

these data suggest that anoxidantwith a terminal FedOunit

(11 or 12) might be more effective for C-H bond cleavage

than one having an oxo-bridged Fe-O-Fe center and in-

dicate that further structural characterizationofQ isnecessary

to understand better how this intermediate hydroxylates

methane. RFQ coupled with advanced spectroscopic meth-

ods, such as cryoreduction/ENDOR, resonance Raman, and

possibly nuclear resonance vibrational spectroscopy, can aid

in characterizing Q. To date, application of these methods to

the intermediates of MMO has proved difficult, however.

Advances in spectroscopic methodology and possibly sam-

ple preparation may help to overcome past failures.

One point regarding the structure of Q that requires

further consideration is whether the RFQ-trapped intermedi-

ate studied by EXAFS spectroscopy is the same species

identified in stopped-flow kinetic studies.41 To activate the

strong C-H bond of methane, Q must be an extremely

potent oxidant; however, its oxidizing power must be con-

trolled to prevent oxidative damage to the protein. Given

TABLE 2. Spectroscopic Parameters of Intermediate Q and High-Valent Model Complexes

optical M€ossbauer

λmax (nm) ε (M-1 cm-1) δ (mm/s) ΔEQ (mm/s) Fe-Fe (Å)

MMOH Q (Mc) 420 8415a 0.21; 0.14 0.68; 0.55b

MMOH Q (Mt) 330; 430 7500; 7500c 0.17 0.53d 2.46e

[Fe2(μ-O)2(L)2]
3þ 366; 616 7900; 5200f 0.48; 0.08 1.6; 0.5g 2.683h

[Fe2(μ-O)2(L)2]
4þi 485; 875 9800; 2200 -0.04 2.09 2.73

aReference 24. bReference 11. cReference 10. dReference 39. eReference 20. fReference 55. L = 5-Me3-TPA; TPA = tris(2-pyridylmethyl)amine. gReference 56. L =
6-Me3-TPA.

hReference 57. L = 5-Et3-TPA.
iReference 40. L = tris((4-methoxy-3,5-dimethylpyrid-2-yl)d2-methyl)amine.

FIGURE 5. Possible structures for the {Fe2O2}
4þ core of Q.
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recent biomimetic findings (vide supra), it is not unlikely that

Q collapses to a more thermodynamically stable species,

such as a “diamond core”, to protect the enzyme from self-

destruction in the absence of substrate. It is therefore neces-

sary to prove that RFQ-trapped samples of Q are chemically

competent.
Q reacts rapidlywithmethaneandother substrates.10,21,23,43

Mechanistic considerations are reviewed elsewhere.44 In the

absence of substrate, Q decays by acquiring two electrons and

two protons to regenerate MMOHox. The mechanism of this

transformation is largelyunknown,but recent kinetic studiesof

Mc MMOH have identified a species, Q*, that lies on this

pathway.24 Q* displays a unique shoulder at 455 nm in its

optical spectrum and has a decay rate constant unaffected by

CH4. Additional spectroscopic properties of this species have

not been determined.

The Role of Protons during O2 Activation
The role of protons during sMMO O2 activation has been a

controversial topic. Early studies of cytochrome P450s, heme

monooxygenases that activate strong C-H bonds in a fashion

similar to sMMO, revealed that sequential transfer of two

protons to the distal oxygen atom of a dioxygen unit bound

terminally to the iron center provides the driving force for

heterolytic O-O bond cleavage. This event results in the

release of a water molecule and formation of the

iron(IV)-ligand radical species responsible for the hydroxyla-

tion chemistry.45 Based on these findings, a similar type of

mechanism was envisioned for sMMO (Figure 6a).

The first studies probing proton involvement in sMMO,

performed by our group, concluded that proton transfer is

not rate-determining for any of the O2 activation events,

including O-O bond cleavage.11 We employed stopped-

flow optical spectroscopy to probe the proton dependences

of the events that occur upon rapidlymixing a solution ofMc

MMOHred and MMOB prepared in 10 mM MOPS at pH 7.0

with O2-saturated 100 mM buffer having the desired reac-

tion pH.11 When this method was used, all of the O2 activa-

tion processes monitored were independent of pH between

pH 6.6 and 8.6 at 4 �C. An examination of the same reac-

tion in D2O showed a negligible effect of isotopic sub-

stitution.11,46 Together these two observations suggested

that proton transfer is not rate-determining for any of the

processes monitored. We proposed a mechanism involving

proton-independent, homolytic O-O bond cleavage

(Figure 6b), although the studies did not rule out the possi-

bility that fast proton transfer (i.e., not rate-determining) did

occur during the steps investigated.

Subsequent, contrasting findings were reported for Mt

MMOH.47 The authors of these studies also utilized stopped-

flowoptical spectroscopy to investigate the effects of pHand

D2O on events resulting from the reaction of MMOHred

and MMOB with O2-saturated buffer. For pH dependence

experiments, protein samples were preincubated at the

desired reaction pH. The experiments revealed that Hperoxo

formation and Hperoxo to Q conversion, but not Q decay,

were pH-dependent between pH 6.5 and 8.6 at 4 �C. Both

FIGURE 6. Three proposed mechanisms for Q formation. (a) Proton-assisted heterolytic O-O bond cleavage involving a stable hydroperoxide
intermediate. (b) Proton-independent homolytic O-O bond cleavage. (c) Proton-assisted heterolytic O-O bond cleavage involving protonation and
rearrangement of E243 prior to Q formation.
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pH-dependent processes displayed sigmoidal pH rateprofiles

revealing negligible activity at high pH. That for Hperoxo forma-

tionwas fit to themathematical descriptionof Scheme1,model

i, describing a single, reversible ionization of P* followed by

irreversible conversion to Hperoxo. A pKa value of 7.6 was

assigned from the data fit. Similarly, the pH rate profile of

Hperoxo to Q conversion was fit to the equation describing

Scheme 1, model ii, with a pKa of 7.6.

A second piece of evidence that protons played an impor-

tant role during O2 activation was the observation that experi-

ments performed in D2O returned kinetic solvent isotope

effects (KSIEs) of kH/kD = 1.3 ( 0.1 for Hperoxo formation and

1.4 ( 0.1 for Hperoxo to Q conversion. Proton inventory plots

constructed by measuring the rate constants in varying mole

fractionsofD2Owere linear for bothprocesses, suggesting that

a single proton is transferred in the transition state for each

step. This observation was interpreted as evidence that the

proton transfer reactions occur at the active site and do not

result from protein-based conformational or complexation

changes, because the latter are likely to involve multiple

proton transfers. Building from analogy to the cytochrome

P450monooxygenases and observing that themeasured pKa
values and proton inventory fractionation factors were con-

sistent with a coordinated water molecule, the authors sug-

gested the mechanism of Figure 6a.

We recently reexamined O2 activation in the Mc

system.24 Experiments were performed by rapidly mixing

a solution of MMOHred and MMOB preequilibrated at the

appropriate pH with O2-saturated buffer. The data showed

conclusively that proton transfer is rate-determining for P* to

Hperoxo and Hperoxo to Q conversion but not for P* formation,

Q to Q* conversion, or Q* decay at 4 �C. As in theMt system,

the pH rate profile of P* to Hperoxo conversion fit well to the

analytical equation describing Scheme 1,model i, with a pKa
value of 7.2. Unlike the Mt system, however, the pH rate

profile of Hperoxo to Q conversion did not fit well to the

mathematical solution of Scheme1,model ii. Instead,model

iii, describing a doubly ionizing system, was necessary to fit

the data. pKa values extracted from the fits were pK1 = 7.9

and pK2 = 7.0. A likely explanation for the differences

observed in the two Mc experiments is the procedure

employed. The early experiments relied on a pH jump

instead of a preincubation. The former depends on the

ability of the active site to equilibrate with the bulk solvent

on the experimental time scale. Probably such was not the

case, because the hydrophobic nature of the MMOH active

site cavity will make it difficult for the external pH to be

realized at the site of the reaction chemistry for the faster

time scale of the pH jump experiment.

We also reexamined the KSIEs for the Mc O2 activation

events.24 Experiments performed in D2O returned values of

2.0 ( 0.2 for P* to Hperoxo conversion and 1.8 ( 0.3 for

Hperoxo to Q conversion, further supporting a role for proton

transfer during these steps. On the basis of these data, we

proposed a mechanism in which proton transfer promotes

O-Obond cleavage (Figure 6c). Because it is likely that E243

must dissociate from its bridging position to allow for Q

formation, the recent finding that treatment of [Fe2(μ-O2)-

(N-EtHPTB)(μ-PhCO2)]
2þ and [Fe2(μ-O2)(N-EtHPTB)(μ-C6F5-

CO2)]
2þ, where HPTB is N,N,N0,N0-tetrakis(2-benzimidazolyl-

methyl)-2-hydroxy-1,3-diaminopropane, with acid leads to

protonation and dissociation of the bridging carboxylate

instead of the peroxide moiety,48 and a theoretical study

showing that protonation of the RNR-R2 peroxodiiron(III)

unit does not result in a stable hydroperoxide,49 we pro-

posed that the first proton is transferred to E243 instead of

the peroxide unit. Additional support for this mechanism

comes from the similarity between the spectroscopic proper-

ties of P* and Hperoxo, suggesting that their iron-oxygen

cores are the same. The spectroscopic properties of

peroxodiiron(III) and hydroperoxodiiron(III) units are ex-

pected to be different, however.49

The Future of sMMO
Although sMMO has been a topic of intense biochemical

investigation for over 30 years, many aspects of its impor-

tant chemistry remain enigmatic. As with any longstanding

scientific problem, the questions that remain about the

system are difficult ones to answer. What are the structures

of P*, Hperoxo, and Q? What makes Q such a potent oxidant

and can we use that information to design new catalysts? Is

it possible to engineer the system at a protein or whole-cell

scale suitable for industrial production of alternative fuels

and for bioremediation purposes? Given the current envir-

onmental challenges that face our society, we believe that it

SCHEME 1. Proposed Models Describing the Role of Protons during
MMOH O2 Activation
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is crucial to continue to investigate how this catalyst works.

With new findings and advances in spectroscopic tools, the

coming years should bring to light a new era in sMMO

chemistry.
The structure of intermediate Q and to a lesser extent

those of Hperoxo and P* remain top priorities in the field.

Another challenge that has hampered our understanding of

this enzyme is the inability to generate sufficient quantities of

soluble enzyme bearing site-directed amino acid

substitutions in a robust manner. Breakthroughs in the

bioengineering of the system for additional biochemical

and spectroscopic studies will require more fundamental

knowledge of the protein factors involved in its copper-

dependent transcriptional and translational regulation. An

additional question central to the study of diiron proteins is

what properties of MMOH cause Hperoxo to spontaneously

convert toQwhereas the peroxodiiron(III) units ofmost other

diiron enzymes do not appear to access such high-valent

intermediates. By addressing these questions as a commu-

nity,wehope to gain new insights into this important system.

Work from our laboratory discussed in this Account was funded
by Grant GM032134 from the National Institute of General
Medical Sciences.
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